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Abstract (en)
A method of forming a gusseted bag, in which a flattened tube with opposed side gussets is formed and the bottom of the tube is closed such that it
will create four interior recesses between the closed bottom and trapped folded regions of said side gussets. An adhesive is selectably provided at
appropriate parts (56,58,60,62) of the bag material prior to the formation of the flattened gusseted tube such that during or after the gusseting step,
the surfaces defining at least parts of the four interior recesses of the bag become secured together so as effectively to close these recesses and
prevent significant ingress of bag contents thereto. <IMAGE> <IMAGE>
The method involves folding the paper sheet containing the paper blank and applying paper glue at appropriate parts of the paper to form a partial
tube. The partial tube is then passed between groups of creasing wheels which form the side gussets (14a,b). Each gusset forms two rough folds
(22a-22d) and are secured by paper glue to the base part (28) of the bag so as to avoid the formation of internal recesses.
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